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Doorstep 
Explorers 
One Lesson Activities



1. Tree Faces
Aim: The aim of this activity is to encourage 
pupils to create a face in an alternative 
way to drawing it on paper. They will form 
the face of someone they see everyday - a 
parent, a sibling, themselves, a teacher, a 
pet - using clay and working directly onto 
the trunk of a tree. By giving the children a 
ball of clay they can warm it in their hands, 
break it into pieces, roll it and smooth it. The 
clay will stick to the tree trunk and can be 
removed later or left. It will allow them to create 
their face while looking straight at it (as opposed 
to looking down, working on a table), and several 
children can work on the same tree at the same 
time, some standing, some sitting on the floor. The clay 
offers a great sensory element, and allows for the features to 
be formed and changed easily. The children can hunt in the school 
grounds for natural items to use on their face to add details and texture. They can also 
make marks and texture on the clay using sticks or pencils. These can be sticks and 
twigs, leaves, small pebbles, feathers etc. Photos can be taken of the finished faces.

An alternative if no outside area is available, or no trees to work on is to create faces 
directly onto the tables in the classroom. Feathers, dried pasta, shells, buttons and 
beads could be used to decorate or embellish. Again, photos can be taken before 
squishing the clay again. The faces could even be created onto paper plates so the clay 
could be dried and kept,
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- when they are finished take time to encourage everyone to walk around and view each others 
artwork. Take photos of the finished faces, and then either leave them to dry on the tree trunks 
(they will eventually fall off)  or peel them off.


If you’re doing this activity indoors on a table or a plate, follow the same instructions. You could 
have small pots of different embellishments for the children to use.


Ideas for further exploration: 

Pupils could make small animals out of clay embellished with natural materials and placed in and 
around the garden, and in trees. These could then form a scavenger hunt, where pupils look for 
them and draw what they find.


For older children an A4 photograph of their faces could be placed in a plastic slip sleeve and 
they could work on top of this using thin rolls of clay placed over the features to make their 
portrait. One the features have been made a larger piece of clay shaped to the size of their head 
can be laid over the face and pressed down. Turn over and peel off the plastic to reveal the 
finished clay portrait.







Resources:
• air drying clay (terracotta or grey)
• found objects from nature (sticks, twigs, grass, feathers, pebbles etc)
If making indoors you will need:
• paper plate (or work directly onto a washable table)
• selection of embellishments to add (buttons, beads, dried pasta, feathers , wool, etc)

Instructions:
•  start by talking to the class about the people (or even pets) they encounter every day, 

and then ask them to think of someone who really makes them feel happy. This could 
be the face they are going to make.

•  give them a ball of clay to play with. Show them how you can soften, mould it, tear off 
pieces and stick them on again.

•  go outside and find suitable trees for them to work on. Take a handful of clay and flatten 
it into an oval or circular shape, then press it onto the tree trunk so it sticks and forms 
the shape of the face.

•  add features by tearing, rolling and sticking other smaller pieces of clay onto the face. 
Think about the basics features - a 3D nose, eyes, eyebrows, lips, cheeks, ears. You could 
use sticks or pencils to draw into the clay.

- when they are finished take time to encourage everyone to walk around and view each others 
artwork. Take photos of the finished faces, and then either leave them to dry on the tree trunks 
(they will eventually fall off)  or peel them off.


If you’re doing this activity indoors on a table or a plate, follow the same instructions. You could 
have small pots of different embellishments for the children to use.


Ideas for further exploration: 

Pupils could make small animals out of clay embellished with natural materials and placed in and 
around the garden, and in trees. These could then form a scavenger hunt, where pupils look for 
them and draw what they find.


For older children an A4 photograph of their faces could be placed in a plastic slip sleeve and 
they could work on top of this using thin rolls of clay placed over the features to make their 
portrait. One the features have been made a larger piece of clay shaped to the size of their head 
can be laid over the face and pressed down. Turn over and peel off the plastic to reveal the 
finished clay portrait.
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•  encourage them to take a walk around the school garden and search for things they 
can use to embellish their faces - look for small twigs or grass for hair, pebbles for eyes, 
leaves or petals to add some colour. Press these things into the clay so they stick.

•  when they are finished take time to encourage everyone to walk around and view each 
others artwork. Take photos of the finished faces, and then either leave them to dry on 
the tree trunks (they will eventually fall off) or peel them off.

If you’re doing this activity indoors on a table or a plate, follow the same instructions. You 
could have small pots of different embellishments for the children to use.

Ideas for further exploration:
Pupils could make small animals out of clay embellished with natural materials and 
placed in and around the garden, and in trees. These could then form a scavenger hunt, 
where pupils look for them and draw what they find.

For older children an A4 photograph of their faces could be placed in a plastic slip sleeve 
and they could work on top of this using thin rolls of clay placed over the features to 
make their portrait. One the features have been made a larger piece of clay shaped to 
the size of their head can be laid over the face and pressed down. Turn over and peel off 
the plastic to reveal the finished clay portrait.

2. Nature Mandalas
Aim: With this activity, the aim for children to explore pattern, placement and 
symmetry. Working directly on the floor using hula hoops as a frame and boundary 
they will explore working at a larger scale than perhaps they normally would. By using 
items simply placed within the hula hoop they have options to change and evolve their 
designs, learning what works and what doesn’t by trial and error. Shape and colour is 
key, and literally anything can be used to make their patterns.

Try to encourage their designs to be symmetrical and geometric, with repeated patterns 
radiating outwards from the centre. In addition to the designs, another challenge for 
this activity will be to hunt for things they can use to create their designs. Ideally done 
outdoors, they can search for sticks, leaves, stones, petals etc. This activity also works well 
as group work as well as individually, 
with small groups of children working 
on each design.

If creating indoors, children can be 
encouraged to search for everyday 
items they may find in the classroom 
to use. By using items such as 
pencils, plastic drinking cups, books, 
even socks, they can explore how 
anything can be used to create a 
beautiful pattern. Again, the finished 
mandalas can be photographed before 
dismantling, and the photos can be 
displayed together like tiles.
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Ideas for further exploration: 

Traditional mandala designs can be printed out and coloured in. 


Children can also design smaller mandalas by drawing around something round and filling it in 
with their own designs.


They could also use a paper plate as a base and glue on smaller items such as sequins, pasta, 
leaves etc to make a mini mandala. This could be hung up with a ribbon


Another option would be to draw giant mandala patterns outside on the ground using chalk.





 



Resources:
• hula hoops
• found objects either from outdoors (sticks, leaves, petals, pine cones, stones,   

pebbles etc)
• or objects found from the classroom (pencils, paint bushes, pots, fruit, books)

Instructions:
•  show the class some examples of mandala patterns, highlighting the symmetry and 

repeating patterns, spreading out from the centre of the circles.

•  give each child/ small group a hula hoop and ask them to find a space to place it on the 
ground.

•  ask them to hunt for items to make their pattern with - they’ll need multiple of some 
things, and one thing as a centrepiece. Get them to think about size, shapes and colours.

•  once they’ve gathered some materials to use, ask them to see if they can arrange them 
into a pattern within the hoop. They may need to hunt for extra bits and pieces.

•  encourage them to keep rearranging their design and moving pieces so they get a 
symmetrical pattern.

•  when they’re happy with their design take a photo from directly above (so the hula hoop 
is perfectly round). When printed, they photos can be cut into square tiles and displayed.

Ideas for further exploration:
Traditional mandala designs can be printed out and coloured in.

Children can also design smaller mandalas by drawing around something round and filling 
it in with their own designs.

They could also use a paper plate as a base and glue on smaller items such as sequins, 
pasta, leaves etc to make a mini mandala. This could be hung up with a ribbon

Another option would be to draw giant mandala patterns outside on the ground using 
chalk.
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3. What Makes a House a Home?
Aim: This activity will focus on simple black and white illustration skills, being confident 
with line work whilst also thinking about what the word ‘home’ means to them. Again, it’s 
celebrating the small things that are so meaningful - ‘home’ could mean the important 
people in their lives, a favourite soft toy, a pet or even a favourite meal.

Pupils will be asked to draw a simple, graphic house shape on white A4 card. The house 
could look like their own home, or be a stylised simplified house. Drawing an object to fill 
the size of the paper is often something that children struggle with, frequently making 
their drawings too small, so I’d suggest doing it in pencil first. By using a thick black 
marker to go over the lines children will learn pen control.

Once their houses are drawn, complete with windows, doors, roof, chimney, roof tiles, 
etc they can be cut out. The houses can all be mounted together, overlapping onto a 
larger piece of card to be displayed on a wall. The teacher will ask each child to think of 
something that means ‘home’ to them and this will be written down on a tag, either by 
the child or by the teacher, depending on individual abilities. These tags can be attached 
to the bottom of the collage of houses.

By each child drawing their own house and then all the houses being displayed together, 
overlapping as one art piece, they will see how their individual house helps build a bigger, 
stronger and more impressive artwork, and that everyones contribution is vital. Together 
they form a ‘community’.

Resources:
• plain paper (to practice on)
• A4 white card
• pencil
• black marker (Sharpies are 

best, but if worried about 
using permanent pens then 
black felt tips will work)

• scissors
• luggage labels or tags

to mount into a display 
(teacher):

• large card for backing
• glue stick
• cellotape
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details? Plant pots? Numbers on the door? What style of front door? Stress that the drawing 
should only be lines, nothing shaded or coloured in.


- once they’ve had a quick practice (I would advise only spending a short time doing this) give 
each child a sheet of A4 white card and ask them to draw the house again in pencil.


- when they are happy with their design give them a black marker pen. If using sharpies do a 
quick safety talk first about trying not to get it on skin or clothes. Also, worth putting a covering 
on the tables! Get the children to carefully go over all their pencil lines with the pen, taking care 
not to colour anything in.


- if the children can use scissors, ask them to carefully cut out their own design. If not, a teacher 
will need to help.


- give each child a luggage table and ask them to write on it what makes a house feel like a 
home, thinking back to the earlier discussion. A teacher can write it for them.


- the houses can be mounted using a glue stick onto a larger piece of card, overlapping each 
other and jutting over the edges of the backing card.


- the labels can be attached to the back with sellotape so they dangle from the bottom of the 
artwork.


Ideas to explore further :


Pupils can make 3D houses out of card, origami houses out of paper or simple houses using open 
envelopes, and then make cut out figures of the people and pets that live there to put inside. 
Recycled milk bottles can cut and used to make houses, again using a sharpie pen and a battery 
mini candle can be put inside to turn them into mini lanterns.
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Instructions:
•  discuss with the class ‘what makes a house a home?’ and point out that it’s often the 

small things that look us to ‘home’. What comforts them, feels familiar, feels safe, and 
just makes them feel ‘home’?

•  show the class some examples of simple house illustrations (provided) to inspire them.

•  ask the children to draw a large house, big enough to fill an A4 piece of paper. It doesn’t 
have to be their house, but it can if they want. How many windows? Do they have 
curtains? Any roof details? Plant pots? Numbers on the door? What style of front door? 
Stress that the drawing should only be lines, nothing shaded or coloured in.

•  once they’ve had a quick practice (I would advise only spending a short time doing this) 
give each child a sheet of A4 white card and ask them to draw the house again in pencil.

•  when they are happy with their design give them a black marker pen. If using sharpies 
do a quick safety talk first about trying not to get it on skin or clothes. Also, worth putting 
a covering on the tables! Get the children to carefully go over all their pencil lines with 
the pen, taking care not to colour anything in.

•   if the children can use scissors, ask them to carefully cut out their own design. If not, a 
teacher will need to help.

•  give each child a luggage table and ask them to write on it what makes a house feel like 
a home, thinking back to the earlier discussion. A teacher can write it for them.

•  the houses can be mounted using a glue stick onto a larger piece of card, overlapping 
each other and jutting over the edges of the backing card.

•  the labels can be attached to the back with sellotape so they dangle from the bottom of 
the artwork.

Ideas to explore further :
Pupils can make 3D houses out of card, origami houses out of paper or simple houses 
using open envelopes, and then make cut out figures of the people and pets that live 
there to put inside.

Recycled milk bottles can cut and used to make houses, again using a sharpie pen and a 
battery mini candle can be put inside to turn them into mini lanterns.
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Want to know more about the artist that 
designed this resource? Contact us and we’ll 
happily introduce you!

@sunderlandculture

@SundCulture

@sunderlandculture


